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Abstract. The approach presented in this paper is based on the field of human
resource management with the aim to extend the analysis of human resources
by a graph theory perspective with an output representation by synthetic social
networks. Further analysis of human resources is focused on their division into
communities with similar competencies and skills. We used betweenness concept
of centrality for finding important persons in the network that share their skills
and competencies with workers in other communities and can therefore serve as
contact persons between communities with different skills. This method can also
be used for suggesting worker team composition based on similarity of workers’
skills for different roles.

Keywords: Synthetic social network, Complex network, Human resource man-
agement, Competency model.

1 Introduction

A typical social network is as a set of people, or groups of people, who socially interact
among themselves [1]. In these networks the relations are usually defined by one of
the types of interaction between the actors, e.g. personal knowledge of one another,
friendship, membership, etc. However, in the area of synthetic social networks, we can
explore the extended definition of social networks. This can be done by exploring social
network as a set of people, or groups of people who have similar patterns of contacts of
interactions, or generally with similar attributes [2].

This approach can then be extended to the analysis of complex networks. Complex
networks, especially in the web sphere and internet areas, are often called synthetic,
or derived, social networks [3]. This type of social network differs from natural social
networks due to the relationship between the nodes. They are generated on the basis of
the common attributes of the nodes [4]. These attributes do not necessarily represent
the physical communication or the interaction among objects like in the natural social
networks [5], but other attributes representing the personal similarity. The approach
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presented in this paper is based on these types of networks and the relations between
workers based on similar skills and competencies.

The approach presented in the paper is based on the field of human resource manage-
ment with the aim to extend the analysis and simulation of human resources in business
processes by a graph theory perspective with an output representation by synthetic so-
cial networks (because real social relations and interactions between individual workers
are not known). The relation to this special type of social networks can lead to further
analysis of human resources focused on their thorough division into communities based
on similar skills and competencies. This step is not possible without usage of the social
network approach. Due to this reason, the issues of social network area are described
and defined in this paper, including social network evaluation and community detec-
tion field. On the basis of performed analyses, the experiments which detect latent ties
between particular resources are presented. The relations between human resources are
defined not only by their similarity, but also by their membership in communities with
similar behaviour.

Due to the fact, that the proposed approach consists of two different application ar-
eas, the structure of the paper is following. In Section Social Network, the area of social
networks with evaluation and community detection is described. Section Competency-
based description of human resources focuses on human resources and their compe-
tency description. This section ends with the description of connection between vector
model for human resources and graph theory approach of synthetic social networks. Af-
terwards, Section Experiments with experiments is presented, which describes usage of
social network analysis focused on human resource management. Social network eval-
uation is used for gaining new information about relations between human resources
and for analysis of resources with interesting properties and behaviour.

2 Social Network

Social networking is a complex, large and expanding sector of the information econ-
omy. Researchers’ interest in this field is growing rapidly. It has been studied exten-
sively since the beginning of the 20th century. The first normative contributions in this
area were proposed in 1970s by sociologist Mark Granovetter and mathematician Lin-
ton C. Freeman. The basic theory “The Strength of Weak Ties” was mentioned in 1973
[6]. Granovetter argued that within a social network, weak ties are more powerful than
strong ties. Another significant principle was published in 1979 by Linton C. Freeman
[7]. In his work was presented definition of centrality, which is one node’s relation-
ship to other nodes in the network. He defined basic metrics like degree, control and
independence, from which reason researchers proceed in their present works.

Social network is a set of people or groups of people with similar patterns of contacts
or interactions such as friendship, co-working, or information exchange [8]. The World
Wide Web, citation networks, human activity on the internet, physical and biochemical
networks are some examples of social networks. Social networks are usually repre-
sented by using graphs, where nodes represent individuals or groups and lines represent
contacts among them. The configuration of relations among network members identifies
a specific network structure, and this structure can vary from isolated structures where
no members are connected to saturated structures in which everyone is interconnected.
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A relationship between the actors in a social network can be very complex, often
making them multidimensional. This fact leads to the formation of various types of
social networks. Amongst others, we can mention multi-layered social networks (with
homogeneous nodes, but with multiple relations), bipartite social networks (with two
types of nodes), multi-modal social networks (with many types of nodes), temporal
social networks (which reflect the network evolution), or multidimensional social net-
works, in which are combined a hierarchy of relations with a group hierarchy of nodes,
and a time dimension [9].

Social network analysis was defined by Barry Wellman as “work at describing un-
derlying patterns of social structure, explaining the impact of such patterns on behavior
and attitudes” [10]. Therefore, researchers are not interested only on describing the dif-
ferent social structures, but they emphasize on investigating the consequences of this
variation on the member’s behaviors.

2.1 Evaluation of Social Networks

For a description of social networks defined in 1979, see Linton Freeman [7] various
types of centrality, where individual network nodes are directly evaluated, or where the
average value of selected centrality in a graph may be an item of interest.

A primary use of graph theory in social network analysis is to identify the important
or prominent actors at both the individual and group levels of analysis. Centrality and
prestige concepts and measures seek to quantify graph theoretic ideas about an actor’s
prominence within a complete network by summarizing the structural relations among
all nodes. Centrality means that a prominent actor has high involvement in many re-
lations, regardless of whether sending or receiving ties. Prestige is when a prominent
actor initiates few relations but receives many directed ties. Knoke and Yang defined
the above mentioned terms in [11].

Degree centrality requires the usage of matrix algebra notation. Unlike actor degree
centrality, group degree centralization measures the extent to which the actors in a social
network differ from one another extent to which the actors in a social network differ
from one another in their individual degree centralities.

Closeness centrality was developed to reflect how near a node is to the other nodes in
a social network [12]. Closeness and distance refer to how quickly an actor can interact
with others, for example, by communicating directly or through very few intermedi-
aries. An actor’s closeness centrality is a function of its geodesic distance (length of the
shortest path connecting the two nodes) to all other nodes.

Betweenness concept of centrality concerns how other actors control or mediate the
relations between two nodes that are not directly connected. Actor betweenness central-
ity measures the extent to which other actors lie on the geodesic path between pairs of
actors in the network.

To understand networks and their participants, we provide the location of actors in
the network. Measuring the network location is finding the centrality of a node. These
measures determine the various roles and groupings in a network – who are the connec-
tors, specialists, leaders, bridges, isolates, where are the clusters and who is in them,
who is in the core of the network, and who is on the periphery.
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2.2 Community Detection

The discovery and analysis of community structure in networks is a topic of consider-
able recent interest in sociology, physics, biology and other fields. Networks are very
useful as a foundation for the mathematical representation of a variety of complex sys-
tems such as biological and social systems, the Internet, the world wide web, and many
others [13]. A common feature of many networks is âĂIJcommunity structureâĂİ, the
tendency for vertices to divide into groups, with dense connections within groups and
only sparser connections between them [14].

Newman and Girvan [15] proposed algorithms for finding and evaluating community
structure in network. They used a âĂIJdivisiveâĂİ technique which iteratively removes
edges from the network, thereby breaking it up in communities. The edges to be re-
moved are identified by using one of a set of edge betweenness measures, of which the
simplest is a generalization to edges of the standard shortest-path betweenness of Free-
man. Than, their algorithms include a recalculation step in which betweenness scores
are re-evaluated after the removal of every edge.

To detect communities, graph partitioning methods or hierarchical clustering has
been applied. Originally, graph partitioning methods, based on edge removal [16], di-
vide the vertices of a network into a given number of (non-overlapping) groups of a
given size, while the number of edges between groups is minimal.

2.3 Spectral Clustering

Spectral clustering is one of the divisive clustering algorithms which can be applied in
the graph theory. The spectral clustering algorithm uses eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a similarity matrix derived from the data set to find the clusters. In this section, there
is described the type of spectral clustering based on the second smallest eigen vector of
the Laplacian matrix.

Given a set of data points {x1, . . .xn} ∈ R
m and similarity (cosine measure) ai j ≥ 0

between all pairs of the data points xi and x j. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph
with vertex set V = {v1, . . . ,vn}. Each vertex vi in this graph represents the data point
xi. Two vertices are connected, if the similarity ai j between the corresponding data
points xi and x j is positive, and the edge is weighted by ai j. The weighted adjacency
matrix of the graph is the matrix A = (ai j) i, j = 1, . . . ,n. If ai j = 0 than (vi,v j) /∈ E(G).
It governs that A is symmetric for the undirected graph. The degree of a vertex vi ∈ V

is defined as di =
n
∑
j=1

ai j. The degree matrix D is defined as the diagonal matrix with

the degrees d1, . . . ,dn on the diagonal. The unnormalized graph of Laplacian matrix is
defined as L = D−A. In[17], Fiedler defines the second smallest eigenvalue a(G) of
the of Laplacian matrix L(G) as algebraic connectivity of the graph G. In his honor,
the corresponding eigenvector is called Fiedler vector. The Spectral Partitioning Algo-
rithm which uses Fiedler vector is summarized in [16]. We used algorithm for spectral
clustering (Left-Right algorithm) which is described in article [18].
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3 Competency-Based Description of Human Resources

The description of the employees’ skills in the process is a human resources manage-
ment area of expertise where the competency models [19–21] and skills frameworks
(e.g. Skills Framework for the Information Age [22]) are used. Competency models
define various competencies which are important for the company and its processes.
Competencies are defined as sets of knowledge, abilities, skills and behaviour that con-
tribute to successful job performance and the achievement of organizational results [21].
Skills frameworks have the same purpose, but they describe skills particular for one
domain rather than general competencies. But in fact skills are just a special type of
competencies.

Competency models and skills frameworks also describe how to measure and eval-
uate individual competencies. In most cases competencies are measured by a number
of advancing stages where higher levels of competency include everything from their
lower levels. The first competency model had five stages [19] and later models used the
same system, but they did not keep the number of stages. There is no standard for how
many stages should a competency model have and every model defines its own set of
stages.

Therefore, competencies of a specific human resource can be described by the com-
petency level acquired by the resource. This also means that this resource has mastered
this given level and all lower levels of the competency. This way it is not important
how many levels does the competency model have because the computing model can
assume, that the highest acquired level of the best resource is also the highest level of
the competency model.

Let’s have a small example of one Developer working in a software development
company. His competencies in a 10-level model could look as follows:

– Java development - 7. level,
– C# development - 2. level,
– UML knowledge - 4. level,
– communication - 2. level,
– customer knowledge of VSB-TUO - 4. level,
– customer knowledge of MyCompany - 0. level.

Domain specific skills (development, UML knowledge), general competencies (com-
munication) and knowledge of the environment (customer knowledge) are contained in
this example. It is clear that competencies in the model have to be based on the company
requirements and professional domain.

3.1 Competency-Based Description of Process Activity Requirements

All activities in the process also have competency-based requirements that describe
what competencies should the worker performing the activity know. Therefore, each
activity will be defined by the set of competency levels for each required resource type
entering the activity specifying that only workers with given or higher level will do the
activity as planned. Resources with lower competencies are able to finish the activity,
but it will take additional time to learn how to perform the activity and their work is
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prone to contain more errors. A simple example of requirements for the activity of
developing customer specific code in the software development company follows:

– Development - 6. level,
– UML knowledge - 3. level,
– communication - 3. level,
– customer knowledge - 4. level.

If we compare this example with the worker example from previous chapter, one
can notice the generalization of some requirements (development and customer knowl-
edge). When assessing the employee’s competencies, it is better to define the compe-
tency levels in specific parts of the domain so that the resources are assessed as precisely
as possible. On the other hand, the activity requirements should only define a level for
the whole competency category, and relevant part of the domain will be specified by ac-
tual process case. In other words, if the development company tackles with a case where
they have to develop a Java code for the company VSB-TUO, then the requirements in
this case will be refined as Java development and customer knowledge of VSB-TUO.

3.2 Competency Models and Synthetic Social Network

To create a synthetic social network based on the competencies of human resources,
similarities between these resources had to be evaluated. This evaluation was performed
using vector space model that is very often used in document searches [23]. To use this
model for the competencies, a way to describe the resource competencies as vectors
had to be found. This was solved by devising fragmented vector representation of the
competency levels for given resource. This representation and its different properties
and validation was described in our previous work (see [24]).

On the basis of created vector model, similarity matrix MH×H can be constructed
for the set of resources R. The matrix contains similarities of particular resources from
range of values < 0,1 >. It is suitable to filter vertices between resources, which are of
lower importance, for construction of synthetic social network and for further finding
of communities. For this purpose, the threshold λ is defined. Afterwards, it is possible
to construct graph G(R,E), where E represents a strength of vertices between particular
resources, while weights w ∈ E meet the constraint w ≥ λ . After construction of graph
G, we can find community resources with similar attributes. In the proposed approach,
we use Left-Right Algorithm for community detection, described in Section Spectral
Clustering. The output set of communities C is used in further experiments.

4 Experiments

For the experiment, we created a synthetic social network for the workers involved in a
software process of a local middle-sized software development company. 8 roles were
identified in the process and their possible competency level intervals were specified
based on the process requirements and several selected worker profiles (competency
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profiles were not available for all workers in the process). Then, 143 competency
profiles were created based on these constraints, each containing 19 competencies im-
portant in the software process, and each on a 10-level scale. 41 basic activities were
analysed in the process and their requirements were specified for the same 19 compe-
tencies to ensure their compatibility.

The network in this experiment was created by using the similarities between com-
petency profiles specifying individual human resources in the process. The threshold λ
for creating the network was set to 0.7 to filter insignificant connections that cluttered
the network.

4.1 Visualization of Detected Communities

The first added value that the created network brought was the possibility to detect com-
munities of workers in the process based on their competencies. Communities shown
in Fig. 1 were detected by the Left-Right Algorithm described in Section Spectral
Clustering.

Fig. 1. Communities in the Competency-based Synthetic Social Network
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Fig. 2. Betweenness Centrality Evaluation

The algorithm detected eight distinct communities: Administrators, Analysts & De-
signers, CRM Managers, Database Specialists, Java Developers, .NET Developers,
Project Managers and Testers. These communities are very similar to the roles in the
process except for one combined community for both Analysts and Designers (showing
that these two roles are very similar in their competencies) and two separate communities
for two types of managers that were defined as one role in the process. Even though these
roles were known prior to the experiment, it showed that this detection algorithm could
be effectively used for discerning roles in the environment without predefined roles.

4.2 Evaluation of Betweenness Centrality

One of the interesting evaluation method of the social networks is betweenness central-
ity (see Section Evaluation of Social Networks) that specifies how much a node in the
network links other nodes together. When considering the network based on compe-
tency similarities, betweenness identifies universal workers that have acquired knowl-
edge from multiple disciplines. These workers can serve as communication bridges
among different communities. Betweenness centrality for individual workers is propor-
tionally displayed in Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Number of Neighbours for Resources Suitable for the System Architecture Analysis-
MSSQL,VSB-TUO Activity

Resource Own community Neighbouring communities
Analysts & .NET CRM Java Project Database
Designers Developers Managers Developers Managers Specialists

Similarity threshold = 0.7
Analyst3 17 5 2 2 2
Analyst1 17 2 1 1
Analyst5 17 5 3 4 1
Analyst4 16 4 4 1 3 1

Similarity threshold = 0.75
Analyst3 17 1 2 1
Analyst1 9 2
Analyst5 10 2 2 1
Analyst4 11 2

Similarity threshold = 0.8
Analyst3 5 1
Analyst1 4
Analyst5 6 1
Analyst4 4

Similarity threshold = 0.85
Analyst3 4
Analyst1 1
Analyst5 3
Analyst4 1

Tester15 has the biggest betweenness centrality for obvious reasons because he con-
nects the community of Testers with the Java developers and .NET developers commu-
nities. Administrator6 and Administrator7 create a similar link between Administrators
and Java and .NET developers. On the other hand, JavaDeveloper19 creates a bridge
between a lot of Java developers and Administrators. Analyst4 and Analyst5 connect
Managers with Analysts & Designers and other communities.

4.3 Analysis of Connections to Different Communities

All prior analyses considered the network as a whole, but very interesting results can
be gained by looking at individual workers in the process. The network connects re-
sources with similar competencies and with similar knowledge. Therefore, connected
individuals can understand each other more easily because they share common knowl-
edge and common behaviour. Analysing these connections for a specific worker can
lead to finding people in other communities that could make a more effective team or
that could be used for easier acquisition of additional knowledge from another part of
the process. This information could also be used for choosing more appropriate worker
for performing an activity because his hidden knowledge and easier collaboration could
help him to understand the domain more quickly.
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Fig. 3. Neighbours of the Analyst4 Resource

Process activities and their competency requirements play an important role in this
analysis because the correct choice of appropriate worker is primarily based on these
requirements. Table 1 contains the number of neighbouring resources for each resource
that is suitable for the System Architecture Analysis activity for the process case spe-
cialized on MSSQL database for VSB-TUO customer.

This table is separated into several sections based on the similarity threshold that
was used to look for neighbouring nodes for each resource. The resources are sorted
according to their competency suitability to perform the specified activity, Analyst3 be-
ing the most suitable and Analyst4 being still able to perform the activity but having to
spent more time with the activity. The neighbourhood analysis shows that even though
Analyst5 is the third in suitability, his knowledge similar to one of the Database Spe-
cialists could help him overcome some specific difficulties concerning an analysis of
heavily database-centric system and therefore it could be a better match for such task.
On the other hand, Analyst3 could be a better match for a process case concerning Java-
related specifics because he could simplify the further work on the design by providing
language-related hints to the architecture analysis document.

In considering the team composition, not only number of neighbours is important,
but actual neighbouring workers have to be identified. These neighbours share common
knowledge and could find a better ground at understanding each other when collaborat-
ing even though they have not met before. Fig. 3 shows neighbouring workers for the
Analyst4 worker.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

A new method for using the synthetic social networks in the field of allocating human
resources and finding suitable representatives for other spheres of human activities was
presented in this paper. The experiments proved the hypothesis that selected human re-
sources have relation to other sources, which are oriented not only to queried resource
and similar activities, but to other activities as well. Many neighbouring resources are
classified into other communities and this information can be used to enhance the com-
munication between different parts of the process. Moreover, the betweenness centrality
evaluation detected resources that create bridges between communities obtained by our
developed Left-Right algorithm.

In future work, presented results will be used for identifying teams that will be able
to collaborate more effectively due to their common knowledge [25–27]. We intend
to use extended queries by several fields and obtained knowledge about community
overlapping. This means that selected worker may be important not only for his own
community but that he may have relations to other communities as well.

Based on presented results, a combination of social network analysis and human
resources field can provide added value for human resource allocation, collaboration
and decision support processes.
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